Travelogue
Mapping Performing Arts Mobility in Europe

SPACE (Supporting Performing Arts Circulation in Europe), is a network
linking different European organisations that support mobility. Supported
by the EU as a mobility pilot project for the period 2008-2011, SPACE
initiated Travelogue as an experimental research project to map the
collection of data on international performing arts mobility in Europe, and
to test whether current mobility mapping efforts – at national level – can
be harmonised and linked in order to provide a better view of transnational
mobility. This publication presents the results of this research, including
the Travelogue atlas, a series of visualisations of the available data.
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Summary
The cultural sector as well as local, regional, national and European policymakers are required to adapt to
ever-changing practices in transnational cultural exchange: export, import, various forms of cooperation,
mobility of people and artworks. Up to the start of the SPACE project, a picture of the artistic mobility
patterns and flows in Europe was lacking: how and to what extent are arts professionals mobile across and
beyond Europe? What are the current imbalances between the different countries and regions of Europe?
Better monitoring and measuring of mobility is crucial, and reliable statistics and data collection are
key to developing future cultural mobility policies, both at the level of the EU Member States and at EU
level. A sustainable, long-term mapping instrument needs to be developed and implemented across the EU
in order to better inform the cultural mobility debate and to highlight existing imbalances. This requires a
coordinated effort by partners at different levels of government.
In the period 2009-2011 – in the context of the SPACE mobility pilot project – ‘Travelogue’ was set up
as a research project to test various hypotheses. Can a tool be developed that makes optimal use of existing information, which is able to link very diverse national datasets on international performing arts tours?
And can this tool function as a lever to raise awareness among national governments on the necessity of
improving and coordinating data collections?
Building on this, the present document reports on the experience of gathering data on performing arts
mobility in Europe, and exploring ways of connecting and analysing this data as a means to develop concrete
steps for improving data collection on mobility.
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Introduction
Context
International exchanges have changed performing arts practice in Europe substantially during
the last decades. Political, technological and economic developments have helped turn Europe into
a seemingly self-evident biotope for producing and
presenting performing arts. Exhaustive data at European level is lacking, but partial studies indicate
that international exchange has increased in recent
times. Moreover, there is not only a quantitative increase, but also a qualitative metamorphosis in the
international dimension of performing arts practice.
International work is increasingly global, multilateral work in a network environment. International
touring is less about just presenting, and more
about coproducing partnerships among a growing
number of international organisations. Clearly, the
traditional image of ‘work going from one country
to another’ is becoming obsolete. Networking, reciprocity and partnerships are keywords in a complex, transnational network environment.
Work going from one country to another is no
longer the model. This poses challenges for cultural
policies at both the national and the supranational
level. In Europe, support for the arts is situated
mainly at the level of the nation states, according
to the principle of subsidiarity. However, the ‘national’ perspective is increasingly out of sync with
the practice of the arts, which has become strongly
international and interdependent.

So how does all of this affect the efficiency of
nation states’ international cultural policies? Are
these policies prepared to recognise the complexity and necessity of this international dimension?
There are clearly a number of imbalances (in terms
of geography, career development ...) in this transnational performing arts sphere. Touring internationally seems to be more self-evident for some
than for others. Questions of asymmetries and sustainability are clearly present.
In recent years, mobility has increasingly been
recognised as an important topic at EU level. Since
2004, several studies and policy documents have
pointed out the lack of good statistics available to
underpin the development of new cultural policies
on international mobility. Travelogue, the project
presented in this document, is situated here. It is a
research project in the context of SPACE, short for
Supporting Performing Arts Circulation in Europe,
which is a network linking different European organisations supporting mobility1. Supported by the
EU as a mobility pilot project for the period 20082011, SPACE initiated Travelogue as an experimental research project to map the collection of data
on international performing arts mobility in Europe,
and to test whether current mobility mapping efforts – at national level – can be harmonised and
linked in order to give us a better view of transnational mobility.

1. Ten national cultural institutions with an international policy and practice created a new platform, dedicated to Support the Performing Arts Circulation in Europe: SPACE.
The members of SPACE occupy a position between politics and the artistic field in their own countries, work as centres of information, promote the (performing) arts at national and international level, and are experienced in supporting and running European
cultural projects.
They share the belief that one of the cornerstones of European cultural policy is facilitating the circulation of (performing) arts
across Europe, and realise that there are still many imbalances in this transnational arts sphere among countries, regions, artists,
disciplines and cultural operators.
The SPACE project’s priorities include the mobility of arts productions and the combination of cultural mobility with cultural diversity, European citizenship, and investing in upcoming generations.
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The idea of Travelogue was born during Home &
Away, a conference organised in May 2008 by VTi,
the institute for the performing arts in Flanders, and
IETM, the international network for contemporary
performing arts. Policy makers from throughout Europe gathered in Brussels to reflect on supporting
future arts mobility. In preparation for this meeting,
VTi and IETM gathered existing information on the
international dissemination of contemporary performing arts productions: statistics on and analyses
of the import and export of performances. A survey
led to the identification of a striking disparity in approaches. Some correspondents replied that their
countries do not map the international activities of
their performing arts companies. Others submitted
information that varied greatly. The architecture
of the data collections was very much influenced
by the institutional context in which the data was
gathered. It clearly reflected political objectives at
intranational or national level (e.g. monitoring audience participation, or taking into account the theatre companies’ regions of origin).
In general, the survey clearly demonstrated the
incomparability of different national approaches in
mapping their international activities. Furthermore,
institutes and governments were working in their own
worlds: there were no international efforts to discuss
the gathering of data in a more harmonised way.

Linked Open Data
& the semantic web
New technological developments, however, offered
a solution. Following an inspiring call by Sir Tim
Berners-Lee at a TED conference, developments
around Linked Open Data (LOD) technologies were
initiated by a growing community. The idea of LOD
is connected to that of the Internet as a ‘semantic
web’, as a ‘web of data’ which – unlike the Internet
we generally know now – not only links web pages
and documents, but also links data published on
the Web. Moreover, semantic web technology would
allow computers and browsers to add meaning to
these links, in other words to interpret the rela-
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tionships between this data. To quote linkeddata.
org, the portal site for everything concerning LOD:
‘Linked Data is about using the Web to connect related data that wasn’t previously linked, or using the
Web to lower the barriers to linking data currently
linked using other methods. More specifically, Wikipedia defines Linked Data as “a term used to describe a recommended best practice for exposing,
sharing, and connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using
URIs and RDF.”’
‘The current web is still a web of documents
intended for human interpretation,’ Bernhard Haslhofer (University of Vienna) said in his Linked Data
tutorial presented at the Travelogue conference in
May 2009 (Brussels), ‘The data is still locked in
closed silos. The Linked Data vision is to open the
data silos, publish data of public interest on the
Web, so that other applications can access and
interpret this data using common Web technologies. And this vision is becoming reality.’ Indeed,
there are a growing number of remarkable applications – the BBC website for instance, or Wikipedia
(and DBpedia, the database behind it), or last.fm –
showing the advantages of publishing data, and not
just documents, on the Web and enriching these
by linking them to other data sources. The ‘Linked
Open Data cloud diagram’, which visualises the continuously expanding web of interlinked data, can be
viewed on http://linkeddata.org. It shows datasets
that have been published in Linked Data format by
contributors to the Linking Open Data community
project and other individuals and organisations.

SPACE/Travelogue:
initial aims & hypothesis
Travelogue was set up as an experimental project to
test whether this emerging LOD technology could
be useful in connecting existing data collections
on international performing arts touring in Europe.
The advantages could be numerous. Linking data
is about building bridges between existing datasets, while publishing them on the Web. This would
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make existing datasets more useful, without needing to build a new huge database from scratch. Another advantage is the decentralised approach that
is taken. As long as there are common elements
making possible the links between the datasets,
Linked Data tolerates great diversity among these
datasets. Furthermore, publishing the data on the
Web would make it more accessible, and interlinking it with other data sources offers different types
of enrichment. Not only would interlinking different partial datasets on touring complete our view of
international mobility, it would also be possible to
enrich this information with datasets containing for
instance geographic information (Yahoo Geoplanet,
DBpedia) or artistic information.
To test this hypothesis, a LOD tool would have
to be developed. First, we would need to adjust semantic web technology in a way that would make
it suitable for dealing with specific questions concerning international touring in the performing arts.
We would need to develop a data model that makes
current Linked Data vocabularies more fit to describe international performing arts practice. Next,
we would need to set up a Linked Open Data server
and fill it with as much available data as possible.
This in fact proved to be quite a challenge. Not
only did we have to find as much data as possible,
we also needed to find a way to detect matching
information among the different datasets in order
to avoid counting identical entries twice. When a
Dutch company travels to France, for instance, we
might find information about it in different datasets: in the one about export from the Netherlands
and in the one about import in France. We might
even find information in the Flemish export dataset,
if the production was coproduced by a Flemish art
centre or festival.
The instrument would be called the ‘Travelogue
prototype’. It is important to understand that this
prototype is not a goal in itself; rather it is an instrument to raise awareness of and improve data
collection on mobility. The challenges are not only
technical, but also political. It would be important
to test whether this instrument – in the framework
of an EU-funded project – could act as a lever to

raise awareness about the issue of data collection
on mobility, and set up some very specific ‘work
sites’ to improve data collection in Europe. The prototype would need to be the centre of a ‘learning
environment’ on harmonising and improving data
collection in Europe.
Taking up the challenge of mapping the current
data-collection situation on performing arts to mobility, Travelogue decided to focus on the international touring of productions. This might sound obvious, but it should not be forgotten that there are
other types of artistic mobility such as residencies,
artists participating in workshops and so on. Most of
the collected data on performing arts mobility, however, concerns internationally touring productions,
seemingly because this data has the most direct
relevance for those collecting it. Numerous valuable
undertakings in gathering touring data were identified throughout Europe, initiated by diverse types of
organisations. Good quality datasets on other types
of mobility are rarely available. For pragmatic reasons of data comparability, the few sources that did
deal with such alternative types of mobility were not
taken into account in this research.
Briefly, the initial strategic aims of SPACE/Travelogue can be summarised as follows:
à Map the current situation (including gaps) re-

garding statistics and data collection onto cultural mobility: What is the current state of data
collection on international mobility in Europe?
Which data exists? Which institutions engage
in this task of data collection (or would be fit
to do so)? Where are the current gaps? Which
parameters can account for current gaps or imbalances in data collection?
à Development of an ICT tool for linking and visu-

ally presenting mobility: Using semantic web
technology, can an ICT tool be developed to
link and analyse existing datasets currently being collected at the level of the Member States?
What is the research potential of this existing
data using such a tool?
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à Capacity building: help organisations and profes-

à Formulating recommendations: These steps will

sionals harmonise and improve the standard of
data collection on mobility via various actions.
First, through the organisation of training sessions and a conference (May 2010, Brussels)
aimed at institutional capacity building on
standards and methods for linking, sharing and
comparing data between countries and between
sectors. Second, guidelines would be written
aimed both at organisations that want to share
their existing databases in Linked Open Data format, and at organisations that wish to start collecting data. This ensures that the experiences
and knowledge originating from the Travelogue
project can be optimally shared and used.

be the foundation needed to develop guidelines
and recommendations required to link, share,
harmonise and compare data on the international mobility of performing arts productions at
a transnational level. These recommendations
were included in various joint efforts of the different mobility pilot projects (SPACE, Practics,
Changing rooms, e-mobility).

Data collection on mobility:
current state of affairs
In a first phase of the project, we set out to map
data collections on international performing arts
touring. Who are the relevant partners for a project
like Travelogue? What kind of data do they collect?
How diverse are their collections? What points are
shared in common?

Institutions collecting data
As a first step in obtaining an overview of the current state of affairs, 234 organisations in 49 dif-

ferent European countries were contacted between
September 2009 and May 2010.2 They were asked
about the existence and availability of data on the
international touring of performing arts. This survey
led to the identification of 77 institutions that were
collecting datasets we considered relevant to Travelogue. This meant that they contained information
on international performing arts touring. At this
point, no minimum requirements with respect to
content or technical format were applied. The map
below shows the geographical origin of the datasets
identified as relevant:
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2. A broad definition of Europe was adopted for this research, containing “50 internationally recognised sovereign states whose territory is located within common definitions of Europe and/or membership in international European organisations”, as mentioned
in Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sovereign_states_and_dependent_territories_in_Europe#Sovereign_states).
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The map suggests that the territory of Europe is well
‘covered’, with data collection initiatives distributed
throughout almost all of Europe. The map shows a
few ‘blank spots’ – countries where no single information centre could be identified. In most European
countries, it was possible to identify at least one
organisation that served as an interesting starting
point for collecting information on the international
touring of performing arts productions. In some
countries, up to five different organisations were
listed as collecting relevant information.
Before going deeper into the precise content
and usability of the data gathered by these organisations, some general remarks can be made. Too
few data collections in a country can be problematic. But too many possible partners can be challenging as well.

Lack of national institutions with
a mandate to collect data
In some countries, no intermediary institution could
be identified with a mandate to collect data on performing arts touring (e.g.: Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Liechtenstein, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine...). At
best, some touring lists from individual companies
or the international programming of a festival could
be identified. While this information can be very
helpful, the lack of official or intermediary institutions collecting and bringing together this information at the national level partially hinders the proper
monitoring of international mobility. The data collected by production companies, venues or festivals
tends to be mostly relevant for the organisations
themselves.

Lack of coordination between
different institutions with a mandate
to collect data in the same country
In many countries, there are a number of different
institutions collecting data from companies, venues
and festivals in order to establish a macro view
of international touring in the performing arts
(France, UK, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands...).
This is positive, since it clearly indicates political
interest in monitoring international touring activities
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in the performing arts. Still, very few of these
institutions can be said to cover the complete
picture of incoming and outgoing performances in
all subdisciplines of the field. The mandate for data
collection within an institution might for example
be limited to a single genre (dance, opera, youth
theatre...) or to a specific region.
From a national perspective, these institutions
collect only partial information. The problem is that
it is very difficult to compile a complete picture of
international mobility from these multiple efforts.
Often there is a lack of coordination.

Impact of the economic crisis
/ political decisions
During the Travelogue research period, the financial situation in the arts scene worsened, not
only for artists but also for intermediary organisations interested in taking up a coordinating role
in data collection. Different partners/institutions
have been facing severe budget cuts. Institutions
in Greece (Hellenic National Centre of Theatre &
Dance) and Italy (Ente Teatrale Italiano) were unable to continue their collaboration in Travelogue
as a result of their institutions being closed down
by national government decisions. At present, the
future of TIN, the Dutch Theatre Institute, is very
much uncertain. The Dutch case makes it clear that
the legitimacy of national funding for the arts is under pressure in some countries. This affects several
institutional functions in the arts sector, not only
production and presentation – but also support for
international touring.

Diversity of data: formats,
content, scope and granularity
Overall, the organisations represented on the above
map proved to be quite diverse: governments, public institutions, arms length’s bodies, intermediary
organisations and even individual and private organisations. We contacted ministries, cultural observatories, universities, national ITI and ASSITEJ
centres/offices, EU Cultural Contact Points, sec-
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torial institutes and research centres, companies,
venues, festivals, theatre museums... Adding to this
diversity was the fact that even similar types of organisations in different countries can have divergent
attitudes and missions when it comes to collecting
touring data. While some ministries, research centres and observatories see this as belonging to their
core business, others do not. Naturally, the diversity of institutional contexts we observed resulted
in diverse ways of processing the data.
à The datasets obtained were expressed in many

formats: printed books, digital documents (word
processing, PDF, XML), spreadsheets... This
variation mirrors the myriad ways that performing arts touring data is gathered and processed.
Most datasets received reflect whether or not the
data was collected on a structural basis and for
what purposes. Some datasets cover a very limited time span; others demonstrate continuity over
a longer period. Some datasets originate from an
existing database; some (often smaller datasets)
were specially compiled for the occasion.
à In addition to form, the scope and content of
the datasets also varied considerably. The precise types of information in each dataset largely
depended on the mission of the organisation
collecting the data.
à The data collected reflected the organisational diversity. Unlike a cultural observatory
or research centre, a government might for
example only keep track of the total number
of performances abroad by companies who
received a travel grant from the ministry of
culture. In this case, the goal is not the collection of all possible artistic information or
details on the tours, but rather an economic
justification of specific government expenses. Some organisations gather information
on different (performing) arts disciplines,
while others limit their efforts to subgenres,
e.g. dance, street art, children’s theatre...
à The type of information can differ as well.
Most datasets contain information on companies performing a work in a certain place

at a certain time or during a certain period.
Some do not contain this level of detail and
only include aggregated numbers, for example a total number of internationally touring
productions per season. Additional artistic
information can be found in a number of
databases that specifies a genre, the name
of a director/author/choreographer, coproducing organisations... A much more limited
number of datasets shows audience-related
information: a description of the target audience, the number of spectators (sometimes
even divided into age categories)...
à Another reality that the Travelogue prototype
had to take into account in order to link and
compare data from different sources is the
many different languages in which the data is
expressed. How, for example, should one deal
with the names of countries and cities in multiple languages? Solutions needed to be found to
make optimum use of the available data.
à If we take a deeper look at the characteristics
of the datasets, it is striking that there is more
export data (i.e. on productions from a specific
country that travel abroad) than import data
(i.e. on foreign productions performed in a
specific country). Again, this is related to the
mission of the organisations collecting the data.
Apparently, there is greater interest in monitoring outgoing productions than in keeping track
of foreign productions. Or in economic-political
terms: data on exported goods has a greater
impact than data on imported goods. Directly
or indirectly, this often has to do with justifying government expenses with objective data.
When public money is invested, very often a return on investment in terms of economic or at
least symbolic capital must be demonstrated.
à Stage productions increasingly are international
coproductions. This is important, because there
are other dimensions to international collaboration than import and export: exchange and
reciprocity in the framework of networks and
multilateral forms of collaboration, for example.
Information, however, is not always kept on pro-
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Development of the prototype
ducers involved in a production other than the
company staging it.
The diverging missions of the organisations collecting the data, linked to very specific national or even
regional needs, result in major differences in the
presence or absence and granularity of the artistic,
temporal and geographic information contained in
the data. It is clear that – generally speaking – a
ministry, a cultural programme and a theatre institute will have different priorities concerning the
collection of data on performing arts mobility. Institutional contexts and issues related to national
cultural policies have an important impact on the
‘biotope’ of data collecting initiatives.

Main challenges for
the prototype
This mapping of data collection in Europe reveals
two main challenges that an instrument to monitor
mobility must deal with: one technical, the other
institutional.
à The technical development of an ICT tool and

data model able to interlink this very diverse data.
à The mapping of data collection on mobility in

Europe reveals that improving data collection
at the national level – and harmonising current
approaches – will remain the most important
challenge. In order to nourish future initiatives,
Travelogue tested different strategies to stimulate improvements in data collection at the national level: raising awareness, developing networks, providing technical documentation and
one-on-one support.

A flexible data model
Since the datasets we collected were so diverse,
the Travelogue prototype required the development
of a flexible data model onto which to map all these
differently stored datasets. The first choice to be
made concerned a lowest common denominator:
what is the minimum information required to integrate a dataset into the system? A balance had to
be found. On the one hand, we wanted to be able
to integrate as many datasets as possible. On the
other hand, we needed to ensure a certain level of
quality in comparing and linking the data.
For reasons of data comparability, the Travelogue
data model is built on the concept of ‘observations’
of events containing at least three core elements:
à Artistic information
à Temporal information
à Geographic information

Which artist, company or performance was being
staged? When did this happen? And where: at which
venue, city or country? These three elements were
put forward as the minimum information needed
in datasets in order to fit into the Travelogue data
model. These building blocks were initially kept very
vague. Within the Travelogue framework, we needed
to find solutions to handle very diverse datasets,
so this vagueness was an asset needed to ensure
maximum flexibility. Seen from this perspective, the
concept of ‘observations’ is a fruitful one. It can be
compared to reported UFO sightings. The level of
detail in the descriptions of UFO sightings can also
vary enormously, but three core elements are usually present: a description of what was spotted, where
it was spotted and when it was spotted.
As is the case with UFO sightings, our ‘observations’ are not 100% objective descriptions of a
given reality. They are discursive – even performative
– acts: someone is stating that a certain event hap-
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pened at a certain time and place. In so doing, different instances describing the same event can provide different and complimentary details. In the case
of UFO sightings, this could be the number or colour
of flashing lights, the duration of the observation...
We needed a system flexible enough to recognise all
of these diverse details observed by different people
as complementary elements of the same event.
The same goes for our performing arts observations in the data model we developed. The precise
content of the artistic, temporal or geographic info
can vary greatly:
à The artistic information always contains at least

some elements concerning what was performed
and who was involved. This may be the title of
the performance and/or the company, the name
of a director or choreographer, sometimes the
author of a play, the genre...
à The temporal information should at least provide
some information on the time of performance.
Some datasets mention a precise date and even
a starting hour, others mention an opening and
closing date. Still others contain the month and
the year but not the day. Some only mention
seasons or calendar years. The Travelogue data
model makes it possible to link and compare datasets employing all of these varying approaches.
à The geographic information tells more about
both the geographic origin of a production and
the area where the performance took place.
Again, the level of detail with which geographic
information is expressed throughout the datasets varies greatly: sometimes the exact address of a venue is mentioned, other times only
the name of a city or a country.
Although at least some artistic, temporal and geographic information is required, none of the specific
elements mentioned above are needed for the integration of a single dataset.
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Setting up the prototype
After developing a data model, a Linked Open Data
server was set up to contain the data from the different datasets. Eventually, of the 77 datasets we
identified above as being relevant, 30 were integrated in the Travelogue prototype presented at
Krakow in October 2011. The other ‘relevant’ datasets can be divided into 5 categories:
à 5 datasets met our minimal requirements but

à

à

à

à

were not integrated for pragmatic reasons (time
and budget constraints). They reached us too late
for the deadline but might still be added later.
8 datasets did not contain the minimally required artistic, geographical or temporal information to fit in the Travelogue data model. Due
to our efforts, some of these databases have
been adapted since the first research phase in
2009-2010, so that they now could also be integrated in the prototype.
9 datasets could not be delivered in a structured
format useable with the Travelogue data model,
but rather for example only as a .doc or PDF file.
6 organisations potentially collect interesting
information, but did not respond to our further
questions to identify the exact scope, content
and format of the collected data, or they simply
did not send the data.
20 datasets were identified as (possibly) containing relevant information, but the data model
and possibilities for exportation of the data were
not communicated in a detailed enough way.

The 30 datasets that were integrated into the prototype were mapped to the Travelogue data model.
This resulted in each data field in each dataset being matched to the Travelogue vocabulary needed
for a flexible description of touring productions.
This made it possible to link the different datasets
and access them from one central point.3

In a first phase, Excel exports of the datasets
were used to bring the data together in the Travelogue prototype. A second step involved setting up
live, Linked Open Data connections between different datasets. Instead of working with static versions of data and combining these, organisations
were encouraged to make their data accessible on
the Web in a way that could be queried and reused by others. This made the data living, dynamic,
interlinked and open to access for all. Concrete
steps were taken at different levels to support organisations who wished to open up their data in the
Linked Open Data format. More details on this can
be found in the chapter ‘Case studies’.

Tackling some of
Travelogue’s issues
Having grouped the available data that was able to
be mapped to the flexible Travelogue data model,
we could start thinking of solutions to some of the
problems mentioned above.

Matching geographic information
in different languages
One of the problems was the different ways and languages in which geographic locations are expressed
throughout the different datasets. To tackle this
problem, the data was linked to Yahoo’s GeoPlanet
database, which is published as Linked Open Data
under a Creative Commons licence, which makes it
freely available to all who want to reuse the information. The GeoPlanet database has several advantages for Travelogue. First, it contains the names
of countries and cities in different languages. Via
the GeoPlanet database, Travelogue can link databases with geographic information in different
languages. For example, ‘Brüsszel’, the Hungarian
name for Brussels, will automatically be matched to
the Dutch term ‘Brussel’ or the French ‘Bruxelles’.
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Historical country or city names (USSR, Leningrad,
Leopoldstad...) are also included in the database.
A second great advantage of the GeoPlanet database is its hierarchic structure: all locations in the
GeoPlanet database have relationships with other
locations. For example, a city is always located in
a country, which is located on a continent. Hence,
Travelogue is able to use datasets that contain only
one of these elements. More details on this can be
found in the Yahoo! GeoPlanet Guide.

Detecting duplicates
in different datasets
For Travelogue, we use datasets on export (information on performances from a specific country that
tour abroad) as well as import (the other way around).
This means that Travelogue could contain duplicate
observations: a Belarusian performance in Finland,
for example, might be described in both a Belarusian
export dataset and in a Finnish import dataset. The
Travelogue prototype turned this challenge into an
advantage: an algorithm to detect duplicates was developed, and when duplicates are detected, the two
datasets are able to enrich one another.
In this case, the temporal, geographic and title information of both observations are compared,
matched and labelled with a matching score ranging from 0 to 1 that indicates the likelihood that
both observations relate to the same event. The
matching score is an automated indicator of the
certainty that two observations concern the same
performance. The score depends on the level of
overlap and non-conflicting information in the two
observations.
These excerpts from a matching log file indicate on
which basis two observations obtain a certain matching score:

### 1: title: Being Harold Pinter
host:Suomi, (Joensuun Kaupunginteatteri, )
origin:Belarus, ()
dataset: Finland_TheatreImport_all
certainty: 0.65
date: //2007 at ‘’
### 2: title: Being Harold Pinter
host:Suomi, Helsinki, (, Festival Baltic
Circle)
origin:Belarus, ()
dataset:Belarus_BelarusFreeTheatre_Ex
port 20052009
certainty: 0.65
date: /11/2007 at ‘’
The matching log identifies information in two datasets – Belarusian export and Finnish import – as being very similar. The corresponding information in
both observations is the title, host country, country
of origin and year. Thus, the information contained
in Travelogue is richer than that in either of the original datasets. The Finnish dataset has additional
information on the venue, whereas the Belarusian
dataset mentions more details about the city, the
festival and the month. Since this information is not
conflicting but complementary, a matching based
on the overlapping information is possible. In this
case, a certainty score of 0.65 was obtained.
### 1: title: Bolero variations
host:France, Armentières, (, )
origin:Deutschland, ()
dataset: Germany_DanceExport2009
certainty: 0.7876336898395722
date: 10/1/2009 at ‘’
### 2: title: BOLÉRO VARIATIONS
host:France, ARMENTIÈRES, (, )
origin:Allemagne, ()
dataset: France_Import20002009
certainty: 0.7876336898395722
date: 10/1/2009 at ‘’

3. We used a D2R Server to publish our underlying relational database on the Semantic Web: the application uses a customisable
D2RQ mapping file to map the database content into RDF. D2RQ is a declarative language used to describe mappings between
the schemata of the relational database and the target RDF terms. More info can be found in the technical documentation and
guidelines on www.arts-mobility.info.
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The second example shows a higher certainty score
than the first, mainly due to an exact match for the
host country and city, and an exact match for the
date, down to a specific day. Note that some variation is tolerated when matching two observations.
For example, differences in accents or capital letters are ignored. This example also demonstrates
one of the benefits of working via GeoPlanet: the
country of origin “Deutschland” is recognised as
being identical to “Allemagne”.

Enriching artistic information
The linking of different datasets in Travelogue mutually enriches the information. The link with GeoPlanet demonstrates the possibility for enriching
and contextualising the information available in the
datasets with data available elsewhere on the Web.
To enrich the artistic information in Travelogue, a
link with the DBPedia database was established.
DBPedia is a LOD database containing data from
Wikipedia, published on the Web and stored as RDF.
Similar to the matches between different Travelogue
datasets, artistic info is automatically matched to the
DBPedia data, accompanied by a matching score.
Because the results of the automatic linking are
not optimal, manual disambiguation will be needed
in the future to optimise the results. This could be
achieved by manually approving or disapproving
matches falling within a certain range of scores.

4. Cf. http://richard.cyganiak.de/2007/10/lod/
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Interim conclusions
The experiments in Travelogue revealed that working with Linked Open Data offers possibilities for
using existing information to begin establishing an
overall view on performing arts mobility in Europe.
First, a data model was developed that allowed links
to be made between very diverse datasets. Second,
this diversity becomes a benefit: not only when different Travelogue datasets are interlinked, but also
when the information in Travelogue is connected to
information kept elsewhere on the Web. GeoPlanet
and DBPedia are only two of the databases in the
continuously growing ‘Linked Open Data cloud’:
databases that have been published on the Web as
Linked Open Data.4
Although the achievements made with this first
prototype provide hope for the future, and the first
technical results were satisfactory, experiments with
the prototype also revealed a number of limitations.
à Automatic matching is possible, but manual

interventions are still needed to clean up the
data and make it comparable. In the future, this
might be left to a community of users.
à The prototype should be seen as a proof of concept rather than as a sustainable instrument. It
was built to test technical hypotheses and will
need future developments to make it more sustainable and user-friendly.
à The greatest limitation remains the availability
of good data. Despite the existence of many
valuable initiatives, bringing together this data
leaves us with only a partial view on the mobility of performing arts productions throughout
Europe. Therefore, the importance of well-coordinated, high quality data collection in every
Member State cannot be stressed enough.
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The atlas:
exploring analytical possibilities
The concrete result of this work is a website – www.
arts-mobility.info – that combines, makes available
and visually presents the information from the various data sources. There is a visual presentation of
the data on an interactive map, and a summary of
the data via country profiles.
The data is also used by the Speculoos graphics
agency for developing the Travelogue atlas: a series
of maps that examines the international distribution
system for performing arts presentations in Europe
from various perspectives, subject to the availability of sufficient data. There are three types of visual
presentation: a first starts from the perspective of
export, a second from import and a third depicts
production tours from a specific country.
The website and atlas have a double goal: on
the one hand, to make the collected data available
via Travelogue in various ways. The maps not only
make the data readable to individuals; as ‘Linked
Open Data’. Technically, it would also possible in
principle for computer systems to query and reuse
the data. On the other hand, bundling the data
also makes it possible to get a feel for what is
possible with respect to analysing the data (in the
light of the limitations we encountered related to
data collection).

Description of the data
in the prototype
It was explained above that ultimately 30 different datasets were made available via the prototype
(see annex). In total, Travelogue – after taking into
account the duplication of the data in the original
data sources as explained above – bundles 20,707

different ‘observations’ related to international
performing arts presentatios.5 What then is the
potential for analysing this data collection, today
and in the longer term? How does the instrument
already provide an answer to the above made observations today?
A number of possibilities and limitations emerged
above, related to data collection on mobility in various European countries and regions, that Travelogue
had to come to terms with. We briefly mention that
in several countries and regions, extensive data collections were sometimes already available, and we
were able to use much of this data for the system.
We already noted above imbalances in the way in
which data is collected.
Apart from these geographical inequalities,
there are also huge differences in the size of the
datasets that serve as basis for the data collection:
some contain only thirty observations. The largest
data collection (VTi in the Dutch speaking part of
Belgium) contains more than ten thousand observations; the smallest only three. Here again there is
an imbalance. Various factors come into play here.
Reality certainly plays a role, but the way in which
data is collected is also significant. Flemish companies are very active and well-known internationally, but of course the way in which VTi collects the
data also probably plays a major role: not only the
diligence with which the staff collects this data on
a daily basis, but also the fact that not only productions of Flemish companies are included, but
also data on productions of non-Flemish companies
for which Flemish festivals or performing arts centres are indicated only as coproducer or other type
of partner6. This relativises the dominance of the
Flemish data within the totality.

5. Situation on 18/06/2011. Due to live LOD connections , the number of observations has been growing since.
6. The VTi data is available on the Web at http://data.vti.be. For more information on the VTi data collection, and a study on international tours and coproductions based on this data, see Joris Janssens (ed.), Ins & outs: A field analysis of the performing arts in
Flanders. Brussels, VTi, 2011.
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These imbalances require the data to be read
properly. There are a number of limitations in this
regard, but at the same time also a number of opportunities that the visual presentations on the poster attached to this publication take advantage of.

‘Stars’: export from a number of
countries
A first series of visual presentations – on the front
side of the poster – bundles ‘export’ data per country. How many ‘observations’ does the Travelogue
data contain of productions with a producer from
that specific country? How many productions ‘depart’ from a specific country, and in what cities are
they performed?
The diagrams all depict an area whose contours
– or the external border if you will – are determined
by all the cities where work from a specific country is performed. The cities are given a place on
the graph in function of their distance to and their
angle in relation to the centre of the country of origin. In this way, each map visually represents the
relationship of a country to cities in other countries.
The red colour adds extra information, this time
based on the relationship between two countries:
the volume of exchange between two countries is
expressed by the thickness of the red line.
A good example is the Belgium export map. We
after all have quite good data on productions, principally based on the data gathered by VTi for the
Dutch-speaking region. All things considered, the
‘area’ covered by Flemish productions is reasonably
extensive. The graph is ‘spiky’, which means that
productions from Flanders are performed in many
different cities. At the same time, the red areas –
that indicate the volume of the exchange between
countries – show that the accent nevertheless remains strongly on the countries neighbouring Belgium. The red lines to in the first place France, second the Netherlands and a certain distance behind,
Germany, are very thick compared to export to other
countries. The red lines to other countries are less
prominent. The picture of export from the Netherlands is similar: striking is a strong orientation toward neighbouring countries Belgium and Germany.
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Of course, the location of the Netherlands makes it
less north-west oriented.
A completely different picture is obtained when
we examine the export map of Latvia. This map has
a very different orientation than the Belgian one.
The image of Belgium is a star whose points emanate evenly on all sides, which shows that Belgium
occupies a central position with respect to its market. Latvia on the other hand occupies a peripheral
position: not so much concerning the volume of the
export, but rather its orientation. The points of the
star are not evenly distributed, but rather have a
strong orientation toward the west, i.e. to Europe.
Unlike Belgium, the export explicitly targets neighbouring countries much less. Again Germany and
France also appear to be important. The dominance
of these countries is less prominent.
It is also interesting to compare the graphs for
Italy and Spain. Again, we see areas that give us a
picture of the export from these countries to cities
in other countries. Striking is the fact that the maps
for these Southern European countries have a specific orientation. This is north for both countries, but
north-east for Spain and north-west for Italy. The
difference – again – has to do with a strong orientation toward France, which is a major market for productions from these countries. Both maps also show
that many different cities in France are affected.
Those with a bit of knowledge on the distribution
of the performing arts in Europe will not be surprised by the central position occupied by France
with respect to countries such as Belgium, Spain or
Italy. At the same time, the most recent examples
also appear to show that limitations to data collection play a decisive role. The Travelogue prototype
contains no datasets with export data from Italy
or Spain; hence, these maps were created based
on other countries’ import datasets. The extensive ONDA dataset containing data on import into
France played a significant role here.
In a nutshell: the star graphs show that a certain
degree of comparison is possible with respect to the
export patterns of different countries. Various pictures of Europe emerge that shed light on the fact
that different countries have very diverse perspec-

tives on Europe. We have good data for some countries, so that a realistic picture is portrayed. For other countries, Travelogue compiled data from diverse
datasets, resulting in a fuzzy picture: incomplete to
be sure, but with sometimes realistic contours.

Tours
A second series of visualisations – on the backside
of the attached poster – presents a lively picture of
tours of performing arts productions. Like the star
maps, these visualisations concern export: they link
data on countries of origin to the cities where productions from this country were presented. New this
time is that information on the timing of performances was also used. The lines represent connections between successive performances of the same
production. Thus, productions are ‘followed’ when
they go on tour. It is again the case that a readable
pattern emerges for some countries because good
data is available. For other countries, this data is
missing (for the moment), leading to patterns that
appear nonsensical. Seen globally, however, important observations can be made.
Unlike the star maps, these maps provide a picture of the intensity of the traffic between countries
and cities. The picture provided of the Netherlands
is again a striking example. There is much data
available, resulting in a very dense and seemingly
opaque pattern of lines that at the same time constitutes a well-defined image of the export pattern
of Dutch productions. Again primarily the exchange
with neighbouring countries appears to be very intense. Especially Flanders is a priority travel destination for the Dutch productions over which Travelogue
collected data. The map is almost completely black.
German cities are also frequent destinations. To the
extent that the distance to the Netherlands increases, however, more white appears on the map and
patterns emerge: there are cities that are visited only
occasionally, while others are visited regularly. When
more lines converge in a given city, this indicates
the importance of this city for productions from a
specific country. The importance of Paris as a hub
for Dutch productions is clear.
Comparing the different mini-maps to each other,

in very many cases there appears to be a clear centre and a less frequently visited periphery. This also
applies to Slovenia, Switzerland and Hungary. Many
cities in Slovakia and Croatia are visited by Hungarian productions. At the same time, Hungarian productions appear to be very well distributed throughout Europe, and there are a number of more distant
cities (such as Mons, Brussels and again Paris) that
are visited frequently.
Finally, while very often a centre and periphery
can be discerned, the relationship between ‘centre’ and periphery varies significantly according to
national perspective. Each of the different maps, in
its own way, provides a picture of Europe. All things
considered, these images differ strongly according
to perspective. Together they shed light on the very
diverse images and visions that exist at different
places in Europe.

‘Lines’: import in a number of
countries
The line graphs again reveal a very different perspective on the distribution of performing arts presentations in Europe: that of import. We again see
an entire series of maps with information on productions in different countries. In each case, the
lines connect all the cities in that country where
international work was presented with the foreign
countries where the work originated.
An example is the map of France. This indicates
where the work originated for all French cities where
international work was presented. (The data is largely based on the list of projects that were supported
by ONDA during the period 2000-2009, supplemented with data from the export databases of various countries). The map visualises the distribution
system in France, and at the same time provides a
picture of the diversity of the production offerings.
The map shows the contours of the French hexagon,
within which the position of Paris is clearly dominant. We note that the lines on the graph do not
indicate the intensity of the traffic. When more lines
converge around Paris than in Brittany or Strasbourg, this indicates the diversity of the production
offerings – or at least the origin of these offerings.
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We note that the capital Paris occupies a central
position concerning the international distribution
of international productions in France. Here, work
from many different countries can be seen. Diverse
maps demonstrate the central position of capital cities within a national context. The central position of
Paris applies not only to France but also to Europe.
None of the other maps shows cities where so many
different lines converge.
This visual representation technique also reveals
the potential for analysis and the limitations of data
collection. The line atlas again makes it possible to
compare different import patterns, but again shows
an incomplete picture for many countries, with it
not always being clear whether the low diversity
mirrors reality or rather results from data collection limitations. We noted above that export data
often is more available than import data. The maps
show, however, that Travelogue has the potential to
fill in the gaps. Take the example of Germany. Unlike France, we have no dataset with systematically
collected data on international productions in Germany. Nevertheless, we see that an image gradually
appears of the distribution of international productions in Germany, based on the various sources that
inject data into Travelogue. Of 10 countries of origin
that appear on the German map, we have data referring to a total 15 cities in Germany.

‘Hotspots’: online visualizations
of the Travelogue data
The greater European map at www.arts-mobility.
info also shows that – despite the lack of good data
on import – a new picture is gradually emerging
from the collected Travelogue data of the distribution of productions in Europe. On the website,
Google Maps technology is used to bundle the Travelogue data according to the cities where the productions took place. Observations can no longer be
reduced to ‘import’ or ‘export’.
The www.arts-mobility.info website shows clearly
that there are different distribution systems at different locations in Europe. Zooming in on large cities
such as Paris or London confirms the image sketched

above. They are ‘metropolises’ whose international
production offerings enjoy an excellent reputation
and that must serve a large hinterland. Capital cities
also play a major role in other countries such as the
Czech Republic and Hungary. However, distinctly
different distribution patterns also appear on the
European map, for example in the Low Countries.
Flanders and the Netherlands have no such central
venues, but there is a strongly distributed network of
theatres and cultural centres where the international
productions take place. There is no metropolitan
cluster, but rather a sort of “light mist” of venues.
It is also remarkable that this mist transcends the
borders. Unlike the case of the line maps, www.artsmobility.info depicts a global map of Europe. This
shows clearly that the lowland mist is not limited to
Flanders and the Netherlands, but extends to the
west of Germany and the north of France.
This phenomenon – known as urban (or suburban) sprawl – of course is not unknown in debates
on town and country planning. This concept refers
to places where specific urban functions, such as
housing or the possibility to shop or relax, are decreasingly limited to city centres, but rather tend
to extend across ever-greater areas. These have a
lower intensity but cover a greater area. Only one
of the associated consequences is the increasing
importance of the road network to the detriment
of public transport. The picture presented at www.
arts-mobility.info shows major similarities with the
picture that surfaces in studies on (sub)urbanisation, such as the publications of Rem Koolhaas,
which view the phenomenon of urban sprawl as a
typical symptom of the ‘generic city’ of the future.
International production offerings are perhaps
one of the indicators to visualise of the extent of
urban sprawl in Europe. Whatever the case may be,
allowing these to be seen in parallel shows us that
the Travelogue data indeed points to the impulse
toward a unique view of the distribution system for
productions in Europe, but at the same time that
there is still much structural work to be done to
improve data collection. This is an important focal
point for projects that follow up on Travelogue.
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Case studies: the Travelogue
prototype as leverage
In order to obtain a better view of mobility in the
realm of European performing arts, Travelogue has
taken a number of technical and analytical steps.
An instrument was developed that has the potential
to bring together very diverse sources of data into a
single central point, in a way that makes it possible
to formulate and answer research questions. This
provided the above-mentioned impulse to characterise export and import patterns or international
tours. This impetus for analysis demonstrates Travelogue’s potential as instrument; at the same time
it also became immediately clear that our picture
of artistic mobility in Europe today can only be partial, because much basic data is still absent simply
because no one has collected it. Consequently, one
of the most important conclusions of the project is
that the challenge of the future is improving data
collection.
How can the collection of data on international
performing arts mobility be improved? The pilot
project Travelogue has already dealt with this in a
number of ways.

Technical documentation
and support
To begin with, it was important to develop not only
technical standards, but also to actively promote
these standards and to support a number of intermediary organisations in a process in which they
endeavoured to publish their data online in a way
that makes it possible for this data to be queried
from Travelogue. For this, not only were a series
of documents developed with the intent to help
organisations themselves take the steps needed to
adapt their databases to the newly developed international standard. In most cases, it appeared that
guidance was desirable. Travelogue tailored this
guidance to a number of organisations with different needs. In practice, after all, organisations differ

in the distance needed to travel to meet the ideal
of a Linked Open Data connection making possible
the gathering of data ‘live’ on the Travelogue server
or other systems, and reusing it in new contexts.
Some organisations were already close to this ideal
at the moment we spoke to them. On the other
hand, others were concerned with setting up a data
collection system, which entailed different needs
and issues. In order to deal with this, Travelogue
selected a number of ‘cases’ to serve as a basis
for developing technical guidelines and documentation, and for refining the prototype.

Developing and promoting
technical guidelines
10to1, the developers behind the Travelogue prototype, wrote two documents: an extensive description of the data model and guidelines for its
implementation. (Both documents can be downloaded from www.arts-mobility.info, the Travelogue
website). The goal of this technical documentation
is to allow organisations to publish their data on the
Web as Linked Open Data, so that it can be queried
via Travelogue. This documentation indeed enabled
a number of organisations to do so.
In the four cases described below, one-on-one
support was offered to help organisations open up
their data in LOD format. After the final version of
the documentation on the data model and implementation guidelines, two organisations (Dance
Information Norway and Dance Info Finland, both
members of the ENICPA7 network) were asked to
link their databases to Travelogue on the basis of
the technical documentation, without extensive
technical assistance. Dance Info Finland had recently published their database in LOD format. The
challenge thus lied in providing a mapping to the
Travelogue data model in order to link their database to Travelogue. Dance Information Norway had
no LOD database yet, but was very much interested
in working with the technology. When this report

7. European Network of Information Centres for the Performing Arts (www.enicpa.net)
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was being written, it was still unclear how far these
organisations could go without further technical assistance. Their feedback will be used to update the
technical documentation where necessary.

Providing one-on-one support
One-on-one support was developed for organisations at various levels of advancement in data
collection. This gave us an idea of the needs of
the broad spectrum of organisations currently interested in data collection and Linked Open Data.
à The first LOD connection was realised using the

VTi (Flemish Institute for the Performing Arts)
database. This was the easiest step to take,
since the VTi database was already published
in LOD format (http://data.vti.be). Mapping was
developed to allow the VTi data to ‘talk’ directly
to the Travelogue prototype.
à A second case study was the publication of
the data collected by AML, another Belgian organisation – this time from the French speaking
community – with a performing arts database.
A draft version of the technical guidelines combined with technical assistance resulted in a
second ‘live’ LOD connection.
à As a third example, the Czech Arts and Theatre
Institute (also a member of ENICPA) was chosen. This organisation had already been working
on collecting data on international performing
arts touring. The fact that they already had a
database system in use, together with their
interest in making data visible on a European
scale, made this organisation an interesting
case. Since Travelogue’s aim is not to build
one large European database or to make every
organisation use the same software, the Czech
case was a major challenge for our project. Oneon-one support was needed to make collaboration with Travelogue possible. Some preparatory
work, such as getting to know the data model,
was done in advance and from a distance. In
a second phase, the detailed mapping to the
Travelogue data model and the online publishing of the data was done on site. As a result of

this support, the data from the Czech Theatre
& Arts Institute is ready to be published online
and shared with (among others) the Travelogue
prototype.
à As a final case, we sought a country without
intermediary institution dealing with data collection on internationally touring performing
arts productions. Initially, the Hellenic National Centre of Theatre and Dance (HNCTD)
wished to collaborate and start collecting data
with the help of SPACE. The economic crisis,
however, forced the Greek government to stop
funding for this organisation, which resulted
in their closure. After the exit of the HNCTD,
the Portuguese cultural observatory OAC (Observatório das Actividades Culturais) was contacted since it had shown special interest in
the project during the first research phase. The
starting position in Portugal was quite different from the situation in the Czech Republic.
No data collection of any kind had been done
and it was not clear which intermediary organisation could obtain a political mandate from
the national government. Before the concrete
one-on-one support could be started, OAC
needed to obtain this mandate from the local authorities. Since there was no database
to start from, technical support was somewhat
lighter than it was in the case of the Czech
Republic. Because the VTi database was developed in LOD format and offered under an
open source license, it was possible to deliver
a database tool that is now being used by OAC
to collect and share data.
Working with these organisations was of mutual
benefit. In addition to the direct impact on data
collection and sharing in the Czech Republic and
Portugal, these case studies were crucial to obtaining feedback on earlier versions of the technical
documentation and learning more about how to organise future one-on-one support for other organisations. The above-mentioned cases also confirm
the importance of flexible one-on-one support that
meets the specific needs of each organisation.
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Networking and raising
awareness
Capacity building with respect to documentation or
knowledge centres is thus one strategy that can be
followed. It is clear, however, that this is not the only
possible strategy. We also note in particular that
in many countries either a good contact point was
lacking, or that there were several contact points
without good coordination between them. This observation makes the deployment of Travelogue not
only technical or analytic, but especially also political. After all, there was not an unambiguous mandate in all countries concerning who should record
which data, and how this should be done. Hence, it
is important to be able to convince the right government agencies of the need for good data sources
as a foundation for future arts policy. At the same
time, it is also necessary to bring the right partners
together at national level, in order to make possible
better harmonisation in the future.

its Member States. Recommendations for improved data collection were a part of these. In
the framework of the so-called ‘Open Method
of Coordination’ – the procedure with which the
EU wishes to adapt its cultural policy to that of
the Member States – Travelogue was proposed
to the working group on mobility policy.

Intranational coordination
There is a need for concerted action not only at
international level, but also within countries, since
a number of institutions are active in the field of
mobility mapping. At the initiative of the SPACE
members, ONDA, the British Council and ETI – the
relevant organisations in France, the UK and Italy –
were brought together for national information and
working sessions on international performing arts
touring data.
à France: The working session with ONDA, Ar-

International coordination
One of the Travelogue goals was to improve the
international harmonisation of data collection. Diverse actions contributed to this.
à The work by Travelogue was given momentum

in a two-day conference held at Brussels in
March 2009, in which representatives of 45
organisations exchanged information on their
way of working. Here the foundation was laid
for developing the Travelogue data model.
à Work on Travelogue became a hub for meetings
of ENICPA, the European Network of Information Centres for the Performing Arts. The good
contacts between the members of this network
facilitated communication around Travelogue in
a number of cases (see ‘one-on-one support’).
à In collaboration with other pilot projects on
mobility – Practics, Changing Room, e-mobility
– SPACE worked on a series of recommendations and policy proposals around the future
support for mobility at the level of the EU and

cadi, CNT, CND, Cultures France and ores les
Murs was a first opportunity to exchange knowledge on existing data collection practices. (After this meeting, ONDA was commissioned to
make a study on the performing arts exchanges
between France and the rest of Europe8.)
à Italy: Shortly after a very fruitful working session in Rome, the announced closing of ETI
hindered future actions. The working session in
Rome was attended by some 35 representatives
of regional cultural monitoring organisations,
theatres and companies. The fact that many
from the regional monitoring organisations had
barely met before is indicative of the lack of
intranational coordination between these data
collection initiatives.
à UK: In a small-scale working session with representatives from the Arts Council England,
the Scottish Arts Council, the British Council
and the Welsh Arts Council, the data collection
methods used within the various organisations
were explained.

8. Marie Deniau, Les échanges entre la France et l’Europe. Paris: ONDA, 2011. http://www.onda.fr/en/documents.php?doc=42.
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Conclusions and recommendations
This was a first step in finding ways to help organisations work together on data collection. Follow-up,
however, will be necessary in order to maintain momentum. While of course, the promotion of concerted action at the national level is the responsibility
of Member States, the experiences with Travelogue
clearly indicate that the existence of a supranational
initiative functions as a stimulus for Member States
to take such joint action.

Travelogue as stimulus
Over a period of three years, Travelogue took a number
of actions to test very diverse strategies for collecting
data on improving performing arts mobility:
à The development of networks,
à Raising the awareness of political bodies, concern-

ing the importance of such data,
à Developing the right competencies within organi-

sations,
à Providing the required documentation as a Linked
Open Data ‘toolkit’ that allows information managers at organisations to go to work,
à Technical support tailored to the individual needs
of organisations.
Improving data collection will remain a priority in
the future. Since a basic technical infrastructure
was set up and generic documentation published
in the framework of Travelogue as pilot project,
the accent must shift to support tailored to individual needs and raising political awareness at a
national level. After all, until now we have assumed
that primary responsibility lies at national level. At
the same time, experience with Travelogue shows
that an EU initiative contributes favourably to this:
concerning the development and implementation of
technical standards, as well as with a view toward
political harmonisation and raising awareness of
the need for such data.

		
			

The cultural sector as well as local, regional, national and European policy makers are required to
adapt to ever-changing practices in transnational
cultural exchanges: export, import, various forms
of cooperation, mobility of people and artworks.
Several studies and policy letters indicate that
better monitoring and measuring of mobility is crucial, and reliable statistics and data collection are
key to developing future culture mobility policies.
Travelogue is a first step towards completing our
picture of artistic mobility patterns and flows in
Europe: to what extent and how are arts professionals mobile across and beyond Europe? What are
the current imbalances between different regions
in Europe? A prototype that links existing data is
now operational and the current state of affairs concerning data collection has been mapped. Still, a
sustainable, long-term mapping instrument needs
to be further developed and implemented across
the EU in order to better inform the cultural mobility debate and highlight existing imbalances. The
lessons learnt working on the Travelogue prototype
are useful in this endeavour. They demonstrate the
technical feasibility of a Linked Data project around
(performing) arts mobility. Nevertheless, the current gaps in data collection are evident. Hence,
improving existing data collections on performing
arts mobility will be essential to the development of
a sustainable future instrument. This will require a
coordinated effort by partners at different government levels. How can this be achieved? Based on
the research done by the Travelogue project, SPACE
make the following recommendations:
					

EU Member States must increase
and improve data collection at
national level
The current gaps in data collection hinder our view
on international culture mobility. Today, not every
EU Member State collects data on culture mobility.
National governments need to organise systematic
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data collections on culture mobility at national level,
and support local, regional and national professional organisations in working with partner organisations in their own country and in other countries to
achieve more coherence in data collection.

EU support is needed for data
collection and analysis on cultural
cross-border mobility
To accurately monitor mobility, current gaps and
imbalances – as well as the lack of coordination
in data collection – also need to be addressed via
a supranational initiative. Travelogue shows the
need for coordination and network development to
connect key players and increase the value of the
disparate efforts at national level. To continue developing a coherent view on mobility flows, the EU
needs to develop and support a series of incentives
and coordinating actions:
à Map the current situation (including gaps) as

à

à

à

à

à

regards statistics and data collection on cultural
mobility
Identify relevant institutions at national level and
provide a detailed description of available data
sources in different European countries (and at
supranational level)
Connect relevant institutions and key players
engaged in data collection on culture mobility
in different countries with the aim of setting up
a sustainable network
Promote a harmonised approach to data collection at national level in order to achieve a common and comparable level of data collection
Continue the development of an ICT tool to connect and enrich existing data. Linked Data technology provides an excellent opportunity and an
open framework to interconnect mobility data and
enrich this with a wide array of other data sources
Encourage and mobilise new partners to start
new data collections, by proactively convincing
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new partners to join the network. An important
aspect is providing technical support (via technical guidelines, a helpdesk, workshops on best
practices in local data collection, etc.)
à Support capacity building for national institutions
collecting data
à Support the development of tools similar to Travelogue for other art disciplines

Belgium
Stars: productions touring to foreign cities

Latvia
Stars: productions touring to foreign cities
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Spain

Hungary

Stars: productions touring to foreign cities

Tours: productions touring to foreign cities

Italy

The Netherlands

Stars: productions touring to foreign cities
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Tours: productions touring to foreign cities
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Switzerland

France

Tours: productions touring to foreign cities

Lines: from foreign countries performed in French cities

Slovenia

Czech Republic

Tours: productions touring to foreign cities

Lines: from foreign countries performed in Czech cities
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Annex - data sources
Germany
Lines: from foreign countries performed in German cities

The Netherlands
Lines: from foreign countries performed in Dutch cities
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Country

Organisation

Dataset

Belarus

Belarus Free Theatre

export theatre 2005-2009

Belgium

VTi

export performing arts 1993-2011

Belgium

Archives et Musée de la Littérature
(AML)

export performing arts 2000-2009

Croatia

Croatian centre of ASSITEJ

import & export youth theatre 2006-2009

Czech Republic

Arts Institute - Theatre Institute

import & export performing arts 1930-2007

Denmark

Assitej

export youth theatre 1999-2008

Estonia

Ministry of Culture

import & export performing arts 2006-2008

Finland

Finnish Dance Information Centre

export dance 2003-2007

Finland

Teatterin Tiedotuskeskus

import & export theatre 2007-2008

Finland

Baltic Circle Festival

export Baltic Circle 1997-2006

France

ONDA

import performing arts 2000-2009

Germany

ITI Germany

export dance 2009

Greece

National Theatre Greece

import & export performing arts 2000-2009

Greece

BIOS

import performing arts 2005-2010

Hungary

Hungarian Central Statistical Office

import & export performing arts 2005-2008

Iceland

Leikhopar - Association of Independent Theatres in Iceland

export of independent theatres 2008-2009 &
export performing arts 1999-2007

Iceland

Iceland Dance Company

export dance 2001-2008

Ireland

Culture Ireland

export performing arts 2005-2009

Latvia

New Theatre Institute of Latvia

export performing arts 2000-2009

Lithuania

Menofortas

international touringlist Hamlet/Macbeth/
Othello 1997-2008

Lithuania

Lithuanian Dance Information Centre

import dance 2001-2009

Norway

Norwegian Association of Performing
Arts (NAPA)

export Ministry of Foreign Affairs travel funds
2003-2008

Poland

Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre Institute
(Warsaw Theatre Institute)

import performing arts 2005-2009

Sweden

Swedish Arts Council - Kulturradet

export of state-funded theatre/dance 2006

The Netherlands Nederlandse Associatie voor Podiumkunsten (NAPK)

export performing arts 2002-2010

Ukraine

Voskresinnia Theatre / Golden Lion
Theatre Festival

export Voskresinnia Theatre 1991-2009

United Kingdom

Arts Council England

export performing arts 2008-2009

Georgia, Europe

Tbilisi Opera and Ballet Theatre

export performing arts 2006-2008

Macedonia

Centre for New Initiatives in Arts and
Culture

export co-produced performing arts productions 2006-2009

United Kingdom

British Council

export theatre & dance 2008-2009

Portugal

Observatório das Actividades Culturais

export performing arts 2010-2011
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About SPACE
Ten national cultural institutions with an international policy and practice
have created a new platform dedicated to Supporting Performing Arts
Circulation in Europe: SPACE.
The members of SPACE occupy a position between politics and the
artistic field in their countries, work as information centres, promote the
(performing) arts at national and international level, and are experienced in
supporting and running European cultural projects.
They share the belief that one of the cornerstones of European Cultural
Policy is facilitating the circulation of (performing) arts across Europe, and
realise there are still many imbalances in this transnational arts sphere
among countries, regions, artists, disciplines and cultural operators.
The SPACE project’s priorities include the mobility of arts productions
and the combination of cultural mobility with cultural diversity, European
citizenship, and investing in upcoming generations. Still a young initiative,
SPACE intends to enlarge the network while implementing the different
activities of the multi-layered project.

Members
ONDA (Office National de Diffusion Artistique), Paris
VTi (Vlaams Theater Instituut), Brussels
TIN (Theater Instituut Nederland), Amsterdam
NTIL (New Theatre Institute of Latvia), Riga
British Council, London
MIBAC, (Ministero Beni e Attività Culturali), Rome (which took over after
ETI (Ente Teatrale Italiano) was shut down in June of 2010)
Pro Helvetia, Zürich
The Red House, Sofia
Institut umění - Divadelní ústav (Arts and Theatre Institute), Prague
Zentrum BRD des Internationalen Theaterinstituts, Berlin
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the KU Leuven. He worked at the KU Leuven (Department of Literature,
Netherlandish Studies) from 1997-2001. He also worked at the University
of Vienna in 2001 for the Department of Netherlandish Studies.
Bart Magnus studied Germanic Languages (Dutch/English), teacher
training and has a master’s degree in Theatre Studies. After two editions
of Het Theaterfestival (the first of which as a trainee) he started at VTi
in 2009 as a collaborator in the SPACE project. In July 2010, he was
appointed head of performing arts documentation at Vlaams Theater
Instituut (Flemish Institute for the Performing Arts).
Koen Van der Auwera gained experience as a developer at a number of
large and small companies and organisations. In 2006, he co-founded
10to1, and since then has been developing customised mobile and web
applications. As CTO, he is responsible for the team of developers and the
project planning.
Bob Van Landuyt (10to1) finished his studies at the Hogeschool WestVlaanderen in January 2011. He started immediately as a web developer
for 10to1. He quickly earned his spurs in this area and was able to broaden
his knowledge to include iOS and Android development.
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ENICPA (European Network of Information Centres for the Performing Arts)
IETM (International Network for Contemporary Performing Arts)
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About the designers
Gunther Fobe studied graphic design at the Saint-Lucas Institute in Ghent.
For the first ten years of his graphics career, he worked for the multilingual
communication office Poplar and the Carbon 7 Records label, both based
in Brussels. He is now working as an independent graphic designer in
Ghent. He is currently ‘in-house’ designer for – amongst others – VTi,
Courtisane Festival and Arthouse Cinema Sphinx.
Pierre Huyghebaert is currently the driving force behind the design studio
Speculoos, where he makes use of a range of graphic design practices.
His interests include using free software to learn to work differently and
collaboratively on cartography, type design, web interface, schematic
illustration, book design, and the teaching of these practices. In addition
to participating in OSP (osp.constantvzw.org), he articulates residential
spaces and narratives through the temporary artists’ alliance Potential
Estate (www.potentialestate.org) and he develops collaborative and
subjective mapping in collaboration with Towards (www.towards.be) and
other urban projects in Brussels.
Pierre Marchand is neither a programmer, a cartographer, nor an artist,
or maybe he’s all three. He contributes to large projects such as Scribus
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as FontMatrix, a font management system, and Fonzie, a scan to font
application allowing multiple drawings for a single character.
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